
 
 

 

  
Abstract— To achieve an accurate rocket launch, it is 

necessary to assess how the perturbations appearing when the 
rocket leaves the rocket launcher system, influence the rocket 
flight trajectory and shooting accuracy as well. Therefore, we 
will analyze the influence of the rocket launcher system 
oscillations, during the shooting, on the rocket movement. We 
are taking into account other perturbation factors that can 
appear during the shooting and the rocket flight in standard 
atmosphere. 
 

Index Terms— launching device, oscillation, disturbance, 
mathematical model. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We consider a unguided rocket launching device that is 
viewed as a set of rigid bodies bound together using elastic 
elements, having three main components [1]: the vehicle 
chassis (upon which is laid the launching device’s basis with 
the revolving support of the mechanisms), the tilting platform 
(with the containers for the rockets) and the rockets (including 
the launching rocket).  

In order to highlight the importance of accuracy firing it is 
necessary to evaluate precisely how the launching oscillations, 
seen as disturbance factors, influence the rocket flight on the 
trajectory and implicitly on the firing precision. Consequently, 
we will analyze the influence of the launching device 
oscillations during firing on the rocket movement tacking in 
account the other disturbance factors that act during firing and 
also during the rocket flight in a standard atmosphere.  
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  There are used 6 state variables to study the movement of 
the launching device: the chassis vertical translation „ Sz ”, 

the chassis pitch motion „yγ ”, the chassis rolling motion 

„ xγ ”, the tilting platform gyration motion „ zϕ ”, the tilting 

platform pitching motion „ yϕ ” and the rocket translation in 

the container’s guiding tube „s ”. The knowing of these state 
variables of the launching device is necessary to calculate the 
initial conditions of the rocket flight on the trajectory [2]. 

In order to compute the rocket evolution on the trajectory 
we use a differential equations system that describes the 
general rocket motion on the trajectory [3], having the 
following main unknown variables: V  - velocity of the rocket 
center of mass, LL ψθ ,  - angles which defines the rocket 

velocity direction in vertical and horizontal planes, 

ζηξ ωωω ,,  - the components of the rocket angular velocity, 

γαα ,, HV  - the angles which defines the position of the 

rocket in relation with the system bound up with the rocket 
velocity, ppp zyx ,,  - the coordinates for the rocket center of 

mass. 
The mathematical model of the general rocket motion take 

into account the gas kinetic eccentricities, characteristic for 
the propulsion system, and the aerodynamic eccentricities. 
The same, the mathematical model uses all the forces and 
moments which act on the rocket [4]. The initial conditions 
for the rocket flight are influenced by the launching device 
oscillations during the shooting [5]. The differential equation 
that defines the rocket motion, being so complex, doesn’t 
allow obtaining an analytical solution therefore we need to 
use a numerical solving method. The numerical methods used 
must not introduce the considerable errors when we determine 
the trajectory elements. 
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Fig. 1 The block diagram for the equations of the rocket 

general motion integration 
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 In order to calculate the rocket trajectory parameters and to 
evaluate the trajectory deviations we use a numerical 
application, named ILANPRN [3] and developed by authors. 
This application is able to calculate automatically the rocket 
flight initial conditions, using the launching device 
oscillations during launching (see figure 1). As well we can 
input the initial conditions to calculate some trajectories. 
 

II.  INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR THE ROCKET FLIGHT 

 Initial conditions for the rocket movement on the trajectory 
are represented by the rocket center of masses coordinates in 
the time of launcher quitting, 0px , 0py , 0pz , the rocket 

velocity, 0V , and the initial angles 0Lθ , 0Lψ , 0Vα , 0Hα , 

0γ , and the initial angular velocity 0ξω , 0ηω , 0ζω : 
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where  the values ,,, 000 ZYX ,,,
000 ZYX VVV  ,)(,)( 00 yx δδ  

0)( zδ , 0ξω , 0ηω , 0ζω  are determined on the basis of the 

rocket parameters during the movement on the launching 
device. The schemas for calculus of the angles0Vα  and 0Hα  

are presented in the figures 2 and 3.  

 
Fig. 2 Calculus schema of the angle 0Vα   

 For the calculus relations of the angles 0Vα  and 0Hα are 

used the following notations: 

vV  - launching device vibration velocity  
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where 01 yROlV ϕη &= , 02 yRSOlV γ&= ; 

 LV  - lateral velocity, given by the relation 0zROL lV ϕη &= . 

 

Fig. 3 Calculus schema of the angle 0Hα  

The general rocket movement equations are solved using a 
calculus module integrated in the numerical application 
ILANPRN. 

 

III.  THE „BASE TRAJECTORY” 

In order to study the rocket trajectory deviations, we take 
into account the launching device oscillations during rocket 
launching. It is necessary to define and to calculate a 
reference trajectory. This trajectory is named „base 
trajectory” and represents a theoretical trajectory, obtained by 
simulation of a rocket launching from a central position of the 
container and without any disturbances. 

 So, to obtain the initial conditions for the base trajectory 
we consider that the system chassis – tilting platform don’t 
have oscillation motion, being in a static equilibrium. In this 
case, we will have the following initial conditions: 

3.3730 =px m, 1.9890 =py m, -0.1110 =pz m, 56.780 =V  

m/s, °= 00Lθ , °= 00Lψ , °= 00Vα , °= 00Hα , °=173.20γ , 

00 =ξω rad/s, 00 =ηω rad/s, 46.590 =ζω rad/s, and 

°= 200θ  - imposed parameter. 

 
Fig. 4 The base trajectory 

 
Starting from these initial conditions and using the 

ILANPRN application, were calculated the elements of the 
base trajectory (figure 4). In table 1 are presented the values 
for the main parameters of the point of impact considering the 
base trajectory and comparing with the values given in the 
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shooting table for the same angle of shooting. 

Table 1 Trajectory final parameters 

Range 
Impact 
velocity 

Angle at 
impact 

Time of 
flight 

Maximum 
height  

[m] [m/s] [degree] [s] [m] 

Base 
trajectory 

13800 314.43 28.41 34.61 1403 

Trajectory 
shooting 

table 
13800 312 28 34 1360 

 
From table 1 we can see that the values for obtained 

parameters by numerical simulation are much closed with the 
values from the shooting table, fact that validates the applied 
numerical methods. 

Considering the fact that the deviations between the 
calculated trajectory values and those from the shooting table 
are small, we can have the assurance that the trajectory’s 
elements calculated starting from the initial conditions with 
small disturbances, will be the same with the reality ones. 

 

IV.  THE INFLUENCE OF ROCKET VELOCITY VARIANCE ON THE 

TRAJECTORY 

For an increment with 6 m/s we obtain a battle variation of 
224 m (see table 2), which is the range of variation for the 
initial velocity, without taking into account the velocity 
dispersion caused by the traction force deviations from a 
rocket to another: ]60.0 ,0.54[0 ∈V m/s.  

 The initial conditions to integrate the rocket general motion 
equations are: xp0=3.37m, yp0=1.98m, zp0=-0.11m, θL0=0°, 
ψL0=0°, αV0=0°, αH0=0°, γ0=173.2°, ωξ0=0 rad/s, ωη0=0 rad/s, 
ωζ0=59.46 rad/s, and for the initial velocity is considered 
values from the interval presented before. 
 For the trajectory deflection is obtained a variation of  
38.4 m, and for the time of flying a variation of 0.46 s. 
Therefore, the initial velocity variance, according to the 
launching device oscillations, goes to a semnificative 
modification for the battle and the maximum trajectory 
deflection, the other parameters having a small variation. 

Table 2 Rocket initial velocity influence on the impact point 
V0 X Y  tc Vc (θL)c 

[m/s] [m] [m] [s] [m/s] [degree] 
54 13695 1385.4 34.39 314.41 -48.23 
55 13734 1392.2 34.47 314.42 -48.29 
56 13771 1398.8 34.55 314.43 -48.36 

56.7 13800 1403.9 34.61 314.44 -48.41 
57 13808 1405.3 34.63 314.44 -48.42 
58 13845 1411.8 34.70 314.45 -48.49 
59 13881 1418.2 34.78 314.46 -48.55 
60 13919 1424.8 34.86 314.48 -48.61 

 
Taking into account the initial velocity variation, was 

determined the variation in time for the rocket center of mass 

pxδ (figure 5), pyδ (figure 6), and for the rocket velocity 

variation, Vδ  , in relation to the determined parameters for 
the base trajectory. 

 
 

  
Fig. 5 The influence of velocity variation on xp coordinate  

 
Fig. 6 The influence of velocity variation on yp coordinate  

We are observed that in the same time with the rise of the 
initial, pxδ  and pyδ become bigger. As well, Vδ  have a 

descending evolution to value 0, having a slope major on the 
final trajectory portion, which is the same with the situation 
when the rocket velocity becomes too big because of the 
gravity acceleration. 

 

V. THE INFLUENCE OF VERTICAL ANGLE VARIATION ON THE 

TRAJECTORY ELEMENTS 

To study the influence of the 0Lθ  angle variation (angle 

which defines the initial orientation of the rocket in vertical 
plane) on the trajectory elements, it is considered a variation 
interval of [-0.3 0] degree.  

The initial conditions to integrate the rocket general motion 
equations are: xp0=3.37m, yp0=1.98m, zp0=-0.11m, 
V0=56,78m/s, ψL0=0°, αV0=0°, αH0=0°, γ0=173.2°, ωξ0=0 rad/s, 
ωη0=0 rad/s, ωζ0=59.46 rad/s, and for θL0 is considered values 
from the interval presented before. 

Table 3 Influence of angle θL0 variation on the falling point 

θL0 X Y  tc Vc (θL)c 
[degree] [m] [m] [s] [m/s] [grade] 

-0.30 13684 1362 34.13 315.18 -47.87 
-0.25 13703 1369 34.21 315.05 -47.96 
-0.20 13723 1376 34.29 314.93 -48.05 
-0.15 13742 1383 34.37 314.8 -48.14 
-0.10 13761 1390 34.45 314.68 -48.23 
-0.05 13781 1396 34.53 314.56 -48.32 

0 13800 1403 34.61 314.44 -48.41 
 
In virtue of the data presented in table 3, can be seen that 

for a variation of 0Lθ  angle with 0.3 degree we obtain a 

semnificative variation of battle, approximately 116 m. As 
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well, the trajectory deflection is modified with 41.7 m, the 
remained velocity with 0.72 m/s, the falling angle with 0.538 
degree, and the flight time with 0.485 s.  

 
Fig. 7 The influence of initial θL0 angle variation on xp 

coordinate 

 
Fig. 8 The influence of initial θL0 angle variation on yp 

coordinate 

In figures 7 and 8 we have presented the evolutions in time 
for the rocket center of mass coordinatespxδ  and pyδ . We 

consider that on the trajectory final portion the amplification 
of variation pxδ is smaller than the one for the variation pyδ . 

VI.  THE INFLUENCE OF  HORIZONTAL ANGLE VARIATION ON 

THE TRAJECTORY ELEMENTS 

Studying the influence on the trajectory elements, for 
variation of 0Lψ  angle which defines the rocket orientation 

in horizontal plane, is made considering a variation interval of  
[-0.1 0.1] degrees. 

The initial conditions to integrate the rocket general motion 
equations are: xp0=3.37m, yp0=1.98m, zp0=-0.11m, 
V0=56,78m/s, θL0 =0°, αV0=0°, αH0=0°, γ0=173.2°, ωξ0=0 
rad/s, ωη0=0 rad/s, ωζ0=59.46 rad/s, and for ψL0 is considered 
values from the interval presented before.  

 

 
Fig. 9 The influence of initial ψL0 angle variation on the zp 

coordinate 

In table 4 are presented the trajectory parameters in the 
falling point under the influence of ψL0 angle. If we consider a 

variation of 0.1 degree for ψL0 angle is obtained a 
semnificative variation the side deviation level, of 
approximate 24 m, the rest of parameters being constants. In 
conclusion the variation of the initial ψL0 has an influence on 
the side dispersion of the rocket trajectory. 

Table 4 Influence of ψL0 angle variation on the impact point 
ψL0 (θL)c X  Z Y tc Vc 

[degree] [m] [s] [m/s] 
-0.10 -48.4 13800 -24.1 1403.9 34.61 314.4 
-0.08 -48.4 13800 -19.3 1403.9 34.61 314.4 
-0.06 -48.4 13800 -14.5 1403.9 34.61 314.4 
-0.04 -48.4 13800 -9.7 1403.9 34.61 314.4 
-0.02 -48.4 13800 -4.9 1403.9 34.61 314.4 

0 -48.4 13800 -0.1 1403.9 34.61 314.4 
0.02 -48.4 13800 4.7 1403.9 34.61 314.4 
0.04 -48.4 13800 9.5 1403.9 34.61 314.4 
0.06 -48.4 13800 14.3 1403.9 34.61 314.4 
0.08 -48.4 13800 19.1 1403.9 34.61 314.4 
0.10 -48.4 13800 23.9 1403.9 34.61 314.4 
 

 In figure 9 is presented the evolution in time for coordinate 

pz  of the center of mass and we can observe that it is growing 

to the value of 24 m.  
 

VII.  TRAJECTORIES DEVIATION FOR THE SINGLE FIRING   

Here were studied the trajectories deviations obtained 
under the influence of the launching device oscillations for the 
single firing case, considering the shooting from different 
positions from the rocket container.  

There were simulated 40 trajectories, considering the firing 
from each existing position. The initial position used were 
obtained based on the equations described above (1), using 
the rocket movement elements at the end of time. The initial 
conditions are described in the table 5. 

Table 5 Initial conditions  
 Minimum Maximum Mean 

xp0 [m] 3.3282 3.4775 3.403 
yp0 [m] 1.7086 2.1185 1.9136 
zp0 [m] -0.6910 0.69089 0.000101 

V0 [m/s] 54.591 59.957 57.364 

0Lθ [degree] -0.2252 -0.09864 -0.1608 

0Lψ [ degree] -0.0016 0.019567 0.008947 

0Hα  [degree] -1.119 1.1598 0.044708 

0Vα  [degree] -2.1298 2.696 0.45668 

0γ [ degree] 173.29 173.61 173.4 

0ζω [rad/s] 59.468 59.581 59.508 

0ηω [rad/s] -0.00629 0.011181 0.0014605 

0ξω [rad/s] -0.00992 0.009712 -0.00069103 

 
The results of the simulations gave us some information 

concerning the deviation of the impact points of the rocket.   
All the points were found in a rectangle (figure 10) having 

the horizontal dimension 173 m and the vertical dimension 
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235 m.  Considering the firing from the same conditions, the 
only different being the position of the rocket in the container, 
the deviation of the trajectories obtained is bigger in the range 
direction than in lateral direction.  

The figure 10 shows the distribution of the impact points. 
We can see how the impact points describe a rectangle in the 
single firing case, the coordinates of the impact points being 
influenced only by the position of the rocket in the launching 
container, and of course by the oscillations of the container in 
the launching time. 

 
Fig. 10 Trajectory deviations 

All the impact points are represented in relation with the 
basis trajectory impact point. This trajectory isn’t a real 
trajectory and it isn’t corresponding to a real rocket firing. 
The real trajectory which is the most appropriated to the basis 
trajectory is the trajectory obtained from the 15 positions from 
the launching container. 

We can see that the oscillations of the launching device 
influence the position of the rocket 15 impact points with 62 
m in range direction and with 8.29 m in lateral direction. The 
impact point of the basis trajectory is placed in the central area 
of the deviation surface.  

 

VIII.  CONCLUSION 

 In conclusion, to make a good appreciation of the 
launching device performances is needed to take in account 
the oscillations of it by the time of shooting. 

In this context it is required to know the variation of the 
rocket motion parameters by the time of releasing the guide 
way, this variation being determined by the systematic and 
random perturbations which acts on the launching device and 
rocket by the time of launching. Also, it is necessary that the 
launching device parameters are known (the stiffness for 
different subassembly and their parts). 

So, to design a launching device which can provide the 
execution of combat missions in optimal conditions it is 
necessary, to be designed in some way which take into 
account that the amount of rocket motion parameters 
deviation must be minimal when it leaves the launching 
device. 
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